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If small portions of food are delivered to a hungry
animal at fixed time intervals, most species soon

develop a pattern of behavior that is in step u'ith the
periodic tood (e.g..Killeen.1975; Staddon &
Sinrnrelhag, 197 l) . Once behavior has stabilized, it
can convenientll'be divided into tu'o classes: the
terminal response is the activity which increases
monotonically with post-food time and is usually
occurring at the time. of food delivery; the interim
activitres generally follow a bitonic time course, and
are usually not occutring when food is delivered. In
pigeons. pecking is a common terminal response.
especiallv if the animal has already learned to peck for
tood in the Skinner box, if food delivery is very
trequent. if tood portions are large, or if the animal is
ver)'hungr)'. Conrn'lon interim activities are pacing.
junrping. and x'ingtlapping.

On periodic schedules. the terminal response
usuallv begins about one-half to tu'o-thirds the \r'ay
through the intertood inten'al (Schneider, 1969)" but
there is alu'avs sonre variation in its time of onset and
patterning tronr inten'al to interval. The present
experinlent is concerned directly u'ith a detailed
analvsis of variation in ternrinal keypecking by
pigeons. In addition to its taxonomic interest, such an
analvsis sheds light on the interactions among interim
and ternrinal responses on periodic schedules
generallr'.

METHOT)
Subjects

Seven adult male, White Carneaux pigeons, maintained at
80% of their free-feeding weights, were used. All had consider-
able experience on a variety of f-rxed-interval and fixed-time
schedules before exposure to the procedures discussed here.

Procedure
All the animals were run until stable on fixed-interval (birds

40,71,72, 133, and 135 on FI 33 sec; birds 134 and 136 on
FI 120 s€c) or fixed-time (birds 40,71, and 72 on FT 33 sec)
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The temporal pattern of the terminal response on periodic schedules depends on when responding
begins. Pigeons pecking on fixed-interval and fixed-time schedules of food reinforcement responded, or
accelerated, faster the later in an interval they began responding.

schedules of food reinforcement. (On FI t sec, the fust keypeck
t sec after food delivery procured 3-sec access to mixed grain;
on FT t. the bird received 3-sec access every t sec, independently
of its behavior. ) Sessions terminated after approximately 60
food deliveries, and the animals were run 5 days a week. Sched-
uting was carried out by conventional electromechanical relays,
timers, and pulse formers.

Cumulative response records were taken, as well as total
session times and numbers of keypecks and food deliveries.
Keypeck and food delivery data for selected days of stable
responding were also recorded on an eight-channel punched
paper-tape data multiplexing system that allowed determination
of the times of onset and offset of events to I I 16 sec. These
tapes were later analyzed with the aid of a PDP-8/L minicom-
puter.

RESULTS

Data Analysis
Pooled ciata tor 5 day's of stable responding under

each condition \t'ere analvzed in tu'o \\'ays: (a) The
tinre to tjrst key'peck (pause) in each interval u'as

conrputed and relative trequency distributions
obtained. These are the snrall bitonic functions in
Figures I and 2. (b) [ntervals u'ere sorted according to
the pause in that inten'al. Thus. on FI 33 sec.
intervals in u'hich responding began in the f-trst 3 sec
(Cell I ). the second 3 sec (Cell 2). and so on \r'ere

classitied separatell'. The cell u'idth. m, \\'as

approxinratelv I / l0th the inten'al duration: 3 sec for
FI and FT 33 sec. 12 sec for FI 120 sec. Within a

categorl' (i.e.. tor all intervals in u'hich responding
began in a given cell). responses in successive m-sec
periods atter the tirst response \4'ere sorted into cells.
Thus. for a FI 33-sec inten'al in u'hich the first
response occurred ll-5/ 16 sec after food, responses in
secbnds I 1-5l 16 through l4-4 / 16, 14-5 / 16 through
17-4i 16. and so on. \r'ere accumulated in Cells I to L,
n'here L equals the integer part of t /n1, and t is the
inten'al length and m the cell u'idth. These data shou'
the average response rate as a function of time since
the tirst response in an interval, u'ith the time of the
tirst response (pause) as a paranleter. The families of
cun'es in Figures I and 2 shou' these functions u'ith
the starting point of each curve corresponding to the
pause categor)'. Thus, the cun'e beginning at Cell 3,
on FI 33 sec. shou's the average response rate in
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DISCUSSION
The response rate data in Figures I and 2 all show a strikingly

precise dependence on time, with initial rate and/or rate of
acceleration determined by starting time in such a way that
approdmately the sarne terminal rate is attained at the end of
each interval. Independence, in this kind of plot, woulcl mean
that the various curves could be superimposed by sliding them
along the abscissa. while this is possible for some neighboring
curves for some animals (e.g., the last three or four curves for
bird 71 on FI 33 sec), it is not possible for all.

There is some reason to zuspect a quantitative difference- i i - l----l---- ----f, between rats and pigeons in the fine structure of responding on3-SeCOnd Cell nerirwtic ohprtilqc rr----- /ra--^-^r ^^--.--:^-!--\ L--periodic schedules. Harzem (personal communication) has
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Figure l. Insets: Disfributions of time to first nespons€ (pause)

within an interval for 5 da-vs of stable responding on two
flred'inten'al schedules for four pigeons. Cunesi nesponsc rate in
successive 3'sec ( FI 33 sec) or l2-sec ( FI 120 sec) periods following
Pauses of different lengths. Pause length is indhated by the cdl in
which the first point falls.

successive 3-sec
benr een 6 and 9

Figu re I sho\\'s

i nten'als tbllou'ing first responses
sec atter the end of food delivery.
data trom four pigeons, t\r,o trained

on FI 33 sec. t\r'o on FI 120 sec. The pause
distributions are t-r'pical of FI schedules and show
nrost pauses to be betu'een one-half and
three-quarters of the inten'al in length. The response
rate data shou' tu'o kinds of dependence of rate on
pause. For son'le birds (particularly 133, and to a
lesser extent 135), initial response rate (i.e., rate in
the tirst nr sec after responding begins) increases with
pause duration: the later in the interval the bird
begins to respond. the faster he goes (type A pattern).
other birds sho*'ed little dependence of initial rate on
pause, but shou'ed sharper acceleration after longer
pauses: the later responding began in the interval, the
nlore rapid lf it accelerated (type B pattern). This
pattern is shou'n b1' birds 134 and 136 in Figure l.
Both kinds of dependence resurt in a terminit rate
(i.e.. rare at the tinre of food delivery) that is
approxinr atell' constant.

Figure 2 conrpares the pattern of responding on FI
and FT schedules. As in Figure l, there seem to be
tn'o kinds of dependence on time. Bird 72 shows a
strong dependence of initial rate on pause; bird 7l
shou's an alnrost constant initial rate, 6ut more rapid
acceleration tollou'ing longer pauses. Bird 40 is
internrediate. The FI and FT patterns are very similar
for each bird.

looked at the relation bet*'een rate of responding after the first
response in each intervai (running rate) and paure. He finds that
for rats running rate is directly related to pause, whereas for
pigeons running rate is approximately constant. Figures I and Z
show both patterns. Data such as those for uito 134 on
FI 120 sec or bird 7l on FI or FT 33 sec, if averaged to yield
running rate, show an almost constant running rate. Birds con-
forming to this type B pattern start at an atmost constant rate
and end up at an almost constant rate; hence their overall run-
ning rate is independent of pause. However, data such as those
for bird 72 show an increasing initial rate and an almost con-
stant terminal rate (type A pattern), hence a direct relation be-
tween paus€ and running rate. It is possible, therefore, that most
pigeons approximate the type B pattern, whereas most rats
conform to type A, and that this population difference is the
basis of the difference found by Harzem"

Figure 2 shows very similar performances by each bird on the
FI (response dependent) and FT (response independent) sched-
ules. However, this similarity probably does not hold under
all conditions-when longer intervars are used (e.&, Staddon &
Frank , f,97 5) cl when exposure to the FT **iition is pro-
tracted.

several experiments have studied the interactions among
activities induced by periodic food schedules. Their conclusioni

furd 72

3 - second cel I

Figure 2. stable data for thre pigeons on ftxed-interral and
fixed-time 33-sec schedules. f)etails as in Figure l.
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can be summarized as follows: (a) Disruption of interim activ-
ities (e.9., by removing supporting stimuli such as water bottles
or running wheels, or by restricting bodily activity) causes the
terminal response to begn earlier in the interval (Frank &
Staddon, 1974; Staddon & Ayres, 1975).O) Most of this disrup-
tion is transient. (c) Conelations between (i) the time of onset
of an activity and its duration and (ii) the time between one
activity and the next, and the duration of the fust activity, il€
usually negative, for both rats and pigeons: the later the animal
begins an activity in an interval, the shorter its duration, and tlre
later he ends an activity, the shorter the time to the next activity
(Staddon, 1972; Staddon & Ayres, 1975 ).

These facts are consistent with the following simple hypoth-
esis about the typical structure of behavior sequences induced by
periodic food (Staddon, L972, \n press): (a) The tendencies to
engage in various activities compete for acc€ss to the behavioral
"final common path"; i.e.. activities are reciprocally
inhibitory'. (b) The tendencies to engage in different activities
p€ak at different times: interim activities tend to oclur
earlv in the interval, the terminal response later. Thus, the
time of onset of the terminal response (for example) is jointly
determined by an excitatory tendency that increases monoton -

icalll' with post-food time and a suppressive effect of the ongoing
interim activity that normally precedes it within each interval.
If these two activities are denoted by X and Y, then the shift
from X to Y occurs when the temporal factors tacilitating Y
outweig} the suppressive effects of X on Y.

A simple algebraic model of this sort can obviously be
implemented in a number of quantitative ways (e.g., Atkinson
& Birch, 1970; McFarland, 1974; Staddon, in press). However,
the present data confirm one prediction of this type of model
that can be made independently of quantitative details: that is,
tJre time course followed by the terminal respons€ should
depend on its time of onset within the interfood interval. This
is what we have found. For example, if the terminal response
begins late in the interv&I, then the temporal ercitatory factors
should be strong and its initial rate, or rate of acceleration,
should be higher than if it begins early in the interval when the
temporal factors are weaker.

The present data also support earlier arguments (F'rank &
Staddon, 1974; Staddon, L972), ruling out a chaining interpre-
tation of temporal control, since chaining implies that the post-
pause temporal pattern of responding should be invariant.

Nthough no provision was made for recording of specific
interim activities in the present experiment, such activities are

ubiquitous in pigeons on periodic schedules (Staddon & Simmel-
h.g, L97I), and it is therefore reasonable to assume that they
occurred in this instance. On this assumption, the type A and
type B patterns found suggest quantitatively different types of
interaction bet*'een the terminal response and the preceding
interim actiyity. The type A pattern is consistent with the idea that
once the last interim activity is supplanted by the terminal response,
within an intewal. its strength rapidly falls to zero. Thus, the

strength (rate) of the terminal response rises quickly to a level deter-
mined solely by temporal factors. It seems reasonable to suppose that
these factors are increasing with post-food time, so that the

initial rate of the terminal response is higher, the later it begins

in the interval. However, the type B pattern may result if the
strength of the last interim activity falls relatively slowly to zero

after it is supplanted by the terminal response. In this case, the
initial strength (rate) of the terminal response will be determined
by the difference between the contribution due to temporal
i'actors and the nonzero strenglh of the tendency to engage in
the interim activity that has just ceased. Depending on the rela-

tive slope of these two functions (temporal factors controlling
the terminal response and the declining strength of the interim
activity), & more or less constant initial terminal response rate

will result. Once the strength of the interim activitl' falls to z.ero.

however, the terminal respcnse will be determined solely by
temporal factors, as in the type A case. so that the final terminal
rate will be roughly constant for both patterns.
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